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with the release of davinci resolve studio, the davinci resolve team has also introduced the mac version of davinci resolve studio. mac
support is not available in the free version, but it is included in the davinci resolve studio release. davinci resolve 18 is the worlds only

solution for editing, color, vfx, motion graphics and audio! davinci resolve is the worlds only all in one solution for editing, color, vfx, motion
graphics and audio! the free version works with virtually all 8bit video formats at up to 60fps in resolutions as high as ultrahd 3840x2160.

the free version includes multi-user collaboration and hdrgrading! davinci resolve 18 includes a new way of remote collaboration using
blackmagic cloud! you can host project libraries using blackmagic cloud and collaborate on the same timeline, in real time with multiple

users all over the world. the proxy generator app creates and manages proxies for you. the best creative tools shouldnt be limited to
hollywood. thats why theres afree version of davinci resolve, so you can learn how to use the same tools that professional hollywood artists
use. davinci resolve is designed to inspire creativity so you can focus on doing your best work. once you learn the software and start using it
for more work, you can purchase davinci resolve studio which adds tons of additional effects, 3d andmore. adding an editor keyboard, color

control panel, or audio console lets you work even faster because you can use both hands at the same time, allowing you to be more
creative and do things that are impossible with amouse!
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to learn the advanced
tools. for example, new

primary control sliders will
be familiar to anyone whos

used image editing
software, making it easy to

adjust contrast,
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detail, saturation and

more. the color page has
an incredible range of
primary and secondary
color grading features

including powerwindows,
qualifiers, tracking,
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davinci resolve 18 features
a whole new way of remote
collaboration using cloud
based workflows! you can
host project libraries using

blackmagic cloud and
collaborate on the same

timeline, in real time with
multiple users all over the
world. the proxy generator
app creates and manages

proxies for you. davinci
resolve has a new proxy

menu, which makes
working with them
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automatic. you can relink
original media and proxies

in a single click! apple
neural engine support
allows up to 30x faster

playback on apple mac m1
models. davinci resolve 18

includes new resolve fx
such as ultra beauty and
3d depth maps, improved

subtitling for editors,
fairlight fixed bus to
flexbus conversion

andmore! learn more
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